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Elevator pitch
 

The popularity of indoor gardening and houseplants is increasing rapidly 

than ever before. Interaction with house plants has proven to being 

effective in reducing stress levels. Studies have also shown that house-

plants help to eliminate airborne toxins in just twenty-four hours.

 

The demand for houseplants started booming since the advent of the 

work home culture during the Covid pandemic. There has been a whop-

ping surge of eighteen percent in houseplant sales and fifteen percent in 

its prices. 

Presently, a website which provides comprehensive information regard-

ing growing and taking care of plants can be hugely helpful to all the 

plant lovers who are increasing in number with every day.

‘Paachcare’ is a website which will serve as a single source of all the infor-

mation needed for successfully growing plants indoor. It will be an infor-

mative website which will be promoted on social media and yield its rev-

enue by selling Google advertisement space.

Source: https://gardenpals.com/houseplant-statistics/

 

CONCEPT



The problem 

There is a large community of plant lovers all over the world. Since they 

largely live in rented houses, outdoor gardening is not a feasible option to 

have as a hobby.  A lot of the millennials are part of the ‘Plant parenting 

trend’, which promotes the nurturing of house plants. 

Seven out of ten millennials identify as "plant parents," according to an 

article and OnePoll 2020 poll on the generation and plants. In other 

words, taking care of houseplants is more than simply a hobby for millen-

nials; they regard themselves as taking care of their plants like a parent. 

The study examined the interactions of 2,000 millennials with plants. The 

findings also show that 40% of millennials intend to purchase a new house-

plant this year, while 48% of them doubt their ability to maintain plants.

The community of millennial plant lovers consist of both expert gardeners 

and also those who are just starting out. The beginners face a lot of wor-

ries that range from making sure plants get enough sunlight to finding a 

plant sitter when out of town. Hence, there is an inevitable need for a 

website that answers their worries by guiding them on how to grow and 

care for plants effectively.

Source: https://gardenpals.com/houseplant-statistics/

 



The value proposition

By combining the material from many sources into an essentially single 

website, Paachcare promises to lessen the efforts of someone looking for 

information about indoor gardening/nurturing houseplants.

Through paachcare's clear communication, a seeker can undoubtedly 

obtain information quickly, which is generally quite significant. Since there 

will be links, they can also verify information from other sources.

The advantages and experience you will have after visiting Paachcare 

will especially be "a truly straightforward single source of information on 

growing and maintaining houseplants that guides a person from knowl-

edge to their final objective." This implies that you should explore paach-

care, decide what you normally want to learn about houseplants, and 

then proceed with enough accurate information to effectively meet your 

own goals.

Unique selling proposition

Paachcare serves as a kind of comprehensive internet resource for gath-

ering information subtly about houseplants and their maintenance.

Contrary to what is commonly believed, users spend a significant amount 

of time researching a certain topic online.

This could potentially cause them to delay their goal, and it must be 

resolved literally, which is quite crucial.



Paachcare is typically the one-stop solution if the seeker essentially is look-

ing for information regarding growing and maintaining houseplants, 

which is sure to largely save both their time and effort.

Niche

The value of time has greatly increased in modern times. Graden is a 

great hobby to relieve stress, physically exert and enhance quality of life.

In light of this, millennials are scrambling to obtain information from what-

ever source they can because, thanks to the internet, it is now fairly simple 

to do so.

Since the advent of the remote work culture induced by the pandemic, 

the demand for indoor gardening has risen manifold, which is quite signifi-

cant.

The amount of information available is typically unlimited, and determin-

ing which sources to believe can be difficult because the majority of them 

haven't really been well checked.

This is where paachcare primarily comes into play because it is unques-

tionably an accurate and comprehensive internet source for useful infor-

mation on growing and nurturing houseplants.

In addition to providing guidance on the maintenance of houseplants, 

Paachcare will feature detailed information on the plant varieties.

Paachcare removes competition and carves out a space for itself amid 
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the truly other plant-related websites by acting as a guide for people to 

sort of acquire information for their final purpose.

SWOT

Strength:
Houseplant, Hortology, Beards and Daisies, and House of Plants are some 

of the well-known houseplant websites in the UK.

They are all websites that specialise on selling and delivery of house-

plants, but it is quite uncommon to find an informative website on house-

plants and its maintenance.

Because it is difficult to discover an informative website, this makes 

paachcare a powerful website. Because of this, there is a very high likeli-

hood of popularity, and the revenue outlook is positive.

Weakness:
Since there are a large variety of plants that are fit for growing indoors, it 

is almost impossible to gather and feature comprehensive information 

regarding all of them. The plants to be featured in paachcare need to be 

shortlisted on the basis of their popularity among users, their medicinal 

values and ease in maintenance.

Opportunities:
As was already noted, an informative website on houseplants and their 

maintenance is very uncommon.

And people are widely searching for information about nurturing house



plants and indoor gardening. The prospect for a website like paachcare 

with type of high demand arises from the fact that people are currently 

looking for an activity to replace outdoor gardening due to their limita-

tions, especially after the covid pandemic.

Apart from blogs, there aren't any websites that specifically provide infor-

mation about the different houseplants and their maintenance; this is 

generally also a significant plus.

Threats:
Since the other popular houseplant websites focus on selling of house-

plants as mentioned earlier, the users who are visiting paachcare for the 

first time would expect the website to also offer the same service. This may 

prevent some of the users from coming back to the website since they 

were not able to get the service they were looking for, on their first visit.

Hence, the brand identity of paachcare needs to be carefully designed 

and promoted in social media to avoid confusion for the potential users.

Cultural Context

• Indoor gardening is becoming more and more popular in India,                       

even in urban regions where there is hardly any place left for gardens   

and green spaces. 

• The Covid epidemic caused an 18% increase in demand for house-

plants.

• The popularity of houseplants is surging in home decor
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• Climactic changes influence the growth of houseplants

Even though houseplant enthusiasts known by various names such as 

plant parents, plantfluencers, decor trends, and plant collectors began 

the houseplant trend pre-covid, the demand for houseplants piqued 

after the pandemic. Similar to how pet adoption increased post the pan-

demic period, there has been a stark rise in the popularity of houseplants. 

Simultaneously, using houseplants as an integral part of interior decora-

tion/home decor is emerging as a major trend in my home state Kerala 

where most of our target audience are residing. 

Indoor gardening is increasing in popularity even in Mumbai, one of the 

most densely populated cities in India. This region also struggles with a 

severe lack of available space where skyscrapers and offices are sprout-

ing up everywhere. Women in this region have chosen to grow little kitch-

en gardens with a few of their favourite herbs in an effort to bring some 

greenery inside. Meanwhile, majority of the women in the region of Kerala 

who are forty and above spent most of their time homemaking. Hence, 

they have developed an interest towards indoor gardening as a hobby.

There are different climates along the various regions in India according 

to the altitudinal variations. The climate is tropical in the southern region, 

temperate in the northern Himalayan region and generally sub-tropical 

all over the country. However, India's climate comprises of scorching 



summers, a humid monsoon, and moderate winters.

‘Paachcare’ will be providing detailed information about various indoor 

plants including the apt climactic conditions to grow them. This will help 

the visitors of the website to make decisions on the choice of plant to pur-

chase with respect to where they live. Apart from the types of house-

plants, suitable caring methods will also be provided, so the users can 

effectively nurture the plants they buy. This is a unique combination since 

websites for houseplants usually focuses on their business aspect and are 

not content-driven. All the content will be available in the form of blogs 

and articles. Although the target users are mainly people from Kerala, 

studying the current trend hints at the potential reach throughout India, 

even in bustling cities like Mumbai.

Research

Cognate websites : https://urbanshoots.in/

Urbanshoots is a well-known website in India where users can purchase 

high-quality indoor plants as well as read featured content in the form of 

blogs. They present their products in an orderly manner with a clean and 

simple layout and indicate where a buyer can purchase their product. 

The only similarity between this website and paachcare is the featured 

blogs, which provide very little information about the caring methods. The 

SEO of urbanshoots is quite good.

There is undoubtedly an advantage because paachcare employs caring 

methods as opposed to urbanshoots.

 



Cognate websites: https://mangomeadows.in/nursery/

Mango Meadows is a good example of an indoor plant e-commerce 

website. The website allows users to purchase indoor plants. Despite their 

poor website performance, their accessibility and SEO are outstanding. 

This provides great motivation for Paachcare to move forward with their 

website plans. The importance of SEO can be learned here and applied 

as best practise.

Cognate websites: https://www.greensofkerala.com/

'Greens of Kerala' is similar to urban shoots in that users can buy indoor 

plants and read blogs about them. This does not include any information 

about caring methods, but it does cover topics such as fertiliser use. The 

website's load speed is very slow, indicating poor website performance. 

However, when it comes to 'paachcare,' it basically gives away informa-

tion for free and allows the user to explore the market and specifically find 

indoor plants that are suitable for them. It also includes information on 

how to care for the plants.

Competitor analysis

Except for urban shoots, where indoor plant caring methods are available 

on a limited basis, there are no dedicated websites for learning about 

caring methods in the geography of our target users. The paachcare 

practically bridges this gap between a user and an indoor plant in a 

unique way by giving them the opportunity to take their passion for indoor 



gardening to a whole new level by further enlightening them with useful 

information on how to care for them, which is quite significant.

Because the market is so large because people believe in the quality of 

life, they expected Paachcare to perform well and to hold a sort of single 

online source position. Houseplants are popular as a hobby in India, but 

many people are unaware of the numerous health benefits that indoor 

gardening can provide. Because this is a significant percentage, the 

scope of the 'houseplants for better health market' is expanding, or so 

they thought. For all intents and purposes, the paachcare is already in a 

niche and anticipates significant competition in the near future. There 

are virtually no strong blogs that discuss houseplant care methods specifi-

cally for the people of Kerala, India.



       Commodity

Target audience

The lush flowers and foliage of indoor plants add more beauty and com-

fort to our homes and offices than anything else. I conducted extensive 

research into the need for Paach care in the Kerala region. And the find-

ings are sufficient to proceed. The majority of Indians believe in the value 

of a good life, which includes a variety of factors. Some examples are 

provided below:

Health

Multiple studies have shown that indoor plants keep you healthier and 

happier, providing both psychological and physical health benefits such 

as improving your mood, reducing fatigue, lowering stress and anxiety, 

improving office performance and focus, boosting healing and pain tol-

erance, reducing headaches by improving air quality, and alleviating 

dry skin and respiratory ailments caused by dry air. Potting plants and ac-

tively caring for them allow you to forget about any troublesome or stress-

ful situations in your life. Humans have a strong connection to nature, and 

incorporating nature into your immediate surroundings makes you feel 

calmer, more content, and, as we've seen, more focused. Having plants 

around you provides obvious psychological benefits, but caring for your 

plants can also help reduce stress and anxiety. Working with plants can 

be beneficial.

PLANNING



Indoor gardening can be beneficial for people suffering from mental 

illness symptoms. Houseplants can be extremely beneficial to your mental 

health. Horticultural therapy has been used by researchers Trusted Source 

to improve feelings of well-being in people suffering from depression, anx-

iety, dementia, and other conditions. Looking at plants and flowers may 

also help you recover faster from an illness, injury, or surgery. According to 

a recent study, high levels of oxygen in the bedroom can promote 

deeper, more restorative sleep, so it's no surprise that many scientists and 

doctors recommend adding houseplants to your bedroom.

Decorative

Adding houseplants to your décor is a great way to add a splash of 

colour and visual interest. Plants are a simple and beautiful way to spruce 

up your living space. Decorate your windowsills with succulents, hang 

vibrant macramé hangers from curtain rails, or go big and bold with 

something like the stunning fiddle leaf fig. You can also experiment with 

pots, displaying your plants in beautiful ceramic and copper containers. 

Plant ownership does not have to be expensive: simply take a cutting 

from a friend's plant or from your local plant shop and propagate your 

plant from the ground up. When it comes to plant styling, knowing what 

plants are best for what room is critical: the bathroom is ideal for air plants 

and kokedama (Japanese hanging moss ball), as the excess moisture 

from your daily shower helps those plants thrive. If you have a sunroom or 

a hot room, fill it with ferns, palms, succulents, and cacti, which will thrive 

in the heat. We must select the appropriate plant for each room.



Life satisfaction and Work life Balance

Researchers investigated the effect of "green" offices on staff perceptions 

of air quality, concentration, and workplace satisfaction, as well as pro-

ductivity over a period of several months. They discovered that having 

plants in the office "significantly increased workplace satisfaction, self-re-

ported concentration levels, and perceived air quality." Plant care may 

lower the risk of conditions such as depression and dementia, as well as 

lower blood pressure, improve dexterity, and increase social interactions. 

And there's no denying that having plants in the workplace can help you 

maintain some semblance of work-life balance.

User persona

When creating a user persona, the segmentation can be broken down 

into three age groups.

Group 1
The Expert Gardener(30-45)

Given their age and experience, this group is very knowledgeable about 

plant care and is aware of potential hazards such as fungus and bugs. Be-

cause they come from a botanically based background, they under-

stand the importance of caring methods and their applications.



Group 2
The Novice Gardener(20-30)

This is our primary target group because they are not only beginners, but 

they also know little about plants and how to care for them. As a result, 

Paachcare can assist them. This website is extremely beneficial to begin-

ners.

Group 3
Gardening enthusiast(14-20)

They are neither experts nor novices in this category. They do enjoy gar-

dening, but they are impatient and easily bored.



User persona 1

Binu Sunil

“

Age
Location
Education
Job Title

42

Thiruvalla, Kerala

Msc Botany

Teacher

Needs & Goals

Behaviours

Frustrations

Watching something 
grow is good for morle. 
It helps us believe in life.

”

(The Expert Gardener)

Shares expert knowledge 
with gardeners of all levels.
Identifies plants
Goes around her garden 
every single day for hours.
Likes to get new plants with 
the changes in seasons to 
add to her garden.

Wants to keep furthering 
her knowledge as a gar-
dener, and continuously 
take part in gardening 
with new plants.

Wants to share her skills 
and knowledge with her 
community.

The multitude of paths within 
the website, incorrect gar-
dening information in posts 
and blog, often get lost in 
the navigational scheme.



Siddharth S 

“

Age
Location
Education
Job Title

24

Pathanamthitta

Engineering

Assistant Engineer

”
To plant a garden is to 
believe in tomorrow.

(The Novice Gardener)

User persona 2

Needs & Goals

Behaviours

FrustrationsRelies on the associates at 
his local garden center for 
basic information about 
plants and selection.

To get plants identified, 
to find basic information 
about plant care and 
selection, to find inspira-
tion from other garden-
ers.

Misinformation he finds 
while searching for 
plant care information 
online.



Jyoshna J N

“

”

Age
Location
Education
Job Title

15

Ranni, Kerala

10th Grade

Student

I’m a Succulent Lover....

Succulents are so strong. 
Whichever weather you put 
them in, or even being cut 
apart from the main plant, 
they will still be able to grow 
back, as long as you give 
them soil, a bit of water and 
your faith.

(Gardening enthusiast)

User persona 3

Needs & Goals

Behaviours

Frustrations

Create beautiful spaces, 
Improve welbeing and quali-
ty of life.

Watch something changes 
and grow invest effort into 
something meaningful.
Care for plants at a comfort-
able level.

Spending time in a mean-
ingful way.
Gardening is rooted her 
childhood memories.
Mutual benefits in creative 
efforts.
Seeks higher learning.

Confusion in uncomfort-
able.
Poor experiences with 
online advice.
Not sure how to solve 
problems for specific 
care.
Disappointed by her lack 
of knowledge.
Making a decision about 
gardening with confi-
dence.



User Journey Considerations 
User Pain Points

   The multitude of paths within the website, incorrect gardening       in-
forThe multitude of paths within the website, incorrect gardening 
information in posts and blog, often get lost in the navigational 
scheme.

   Not sure how to solve problems for specific care.

   Even enthusiasts often aren't sure if they're doing the right thing, until 
plants show symptoms.

User Expectations

Access to all indoor gardening knowledge on a single website that is 
comprehensive, well-organized, and condensed.

Motivations

Access to all indoor gardening knowledge on a single website that is 
comprehensive, well-organized, and condensed.



The Journey 

She searches for "indoor plants and caring methods" and 
finds "thepaachcare."

She dives easily into the contents she was looking for, thanks 
to a pleasing layout with a neat look and feel.

The simple navigation of 'thepaachcare' makes her happy, 
and she obtains the information she requires.

She validates the content with other blogs linked to 
'thepaachcare' and is pleased because she is familiar with 
some of the blogs linked to 'thepaachcare.'

She navigates to the 'caring methods' tab in the main 
menu, which contains detailed information about plants 
and care methods.

The social media tabs in the footer make it simple for her to 
click and visit the 'thepaachcare' social media page.



Summary
 
'The paachcare' is an educational website where users can 
get free information about houseplants and how to care for 
them. Paachcare's unique selling point is that it is not a dull 
website. It is designed in such a way that the user journey is 
clearly met and that the user's time is greatly respected.

Information Architecture 

Paachcare's information architecture is as follows: Binu is 
located within the paachcare. She understands where she 
is within the paachcare, what to expect, and where to go 
for it.

The thought process behind the paachcare's information 
architecture is not to add to a user's headache because 
she is here to find a solution.

Paachcare's organisational scheme is classified as Subjec-
tive Organization Schemes. It is determined by the user's 
mental models and age. Because paachcare is heavily 
reliant on "Particular subject Plans," it assists users in under-
standing and drawing connections between pieces of con-
tent.

Paachcare's Organization Structure leans toward Sustain-
able Structures because it is critical to think about the struc-
ture and ensure that it takes into account future content 
updates. Paachcare relies on external sources for updated 
content, which is why it aspires to be known as a one-stop 
shop for houseplant information. Paachcare must adapt 



Sustainable Structure in terms of Information Architecture in 
this regard.Paachcare's Sustainable Structure allows for the 
addition of new content within a section by providing room 
for expansion. Paachcare steers clear of structures that are 
either too shallow or too deep. Achieving a sense of bal-
ance is a difficult goal for any architect. Structures that are 
too shallow necessitate extensive menus. Users rely on infor-
mation architects to create logical groupings to help them 
navigate the site. Structures that are too deep, on the other 
hand, bury information beneath too many layers. These 
structures require the user to navigate through several levels 
in order to find the desired content.

1. The paachcare can be found.
The navigation within paachcare assists users in quickly find-
ing what they are looking for. The findability of devices and 
platforms is the same.

2. The availability of paachcare
The paachcare website, similar to Wikipedia, provides free 
information about indoor plants and their care methods. As 
a result, it can be used on all expected devices and chan-
nels. It meets target audience accessibility standards and is 
user-friendly for visually and hearing-impaired users. The ac-
cessibility of the paachcare website is critical.

3. The paachcare is unambiguous (easily perceptible)
The paachcare is simple to understand because the target 
demographic's grade and reading level are taken into ac-
count. The path to task completion is clear and devoid of 
distractions.



4. The paachcare is beneficial.
Because it is usable, users are capable of producing the de-
sired result. Users will never be frustrated while using the 
paachcare thanks to this well-thought-out plan.

5. The paachcare is trustworthy (worthy of confidence, reli-
able)
This is one of the primary threats to paachcare because it is 
dependent on external sources that must be scrutinised. De-
spite the fact that the content is always up to date and on 
time. The paachcare allows the user to contact the store 
and interact with a real person.

6. The paachcare is manageable
The tasks and information that a user would like to complete 
are easily accessible in paachcare. Paachcare is constantly 
validating and updating its data, so the errors anticipated 
and eliminated are exceptional. Exits and other important 
controls are labelled for the user's convenience.

7. The paachcare is beneficial.
Yes, the paachcare is appealing to the intended audience. 
The value is easily described by the user. Customer satisfac-
tion is increased by thepaachcare.

8. The paachcare can be learned.
The paachcare is simple to understand and use. It is simple 
to grasp. Because of the ease of navigation, there are no 
complicated processes. Because it always updates relevant 
content in the same layout, it behaves consistently enough 
to be predictable.



content validation

Paachcare will initially gather information from well-known blogs and 
present it as a single source. Cross-checking the validity and authen-
ticity of content from other blogs is difficult, but paachcare must 
have a starting point. In the future, as the owner of paachcare, I will 
directly contact various plant nusuries and botanical expertise for 
content authenticity and sources. The goal is to provide the user with 
accurate and up-to-date information. I believe that these plans and 
efforts will help paachcare become a great website source for infor-
mation about houseplants in Kerala and around the world.



PLANNING
Firmness

 
General front-end technologies
 
The site is written in HTML5 in order to be future-proof and to take ad-
vantage of the new tags and structure that HTML5 provides. For 
older browsers, a shiv has been installed. Because the site is intended 
to be more functional than aesthetic, CSS3 is only used as a visual 
enhancement; core functionality is not dependent on it. To make 
CSS writing easier, the pre-processor Sass was used to store colour 
and font stack variables, as well as rem fallback units for IE8. Be-
cause mapping is a critical part of the functionality, the site will only 
be properly usable if JavaScript and jQuery are enabled. This means 
I have a lot more freedom to use it for presentation if it's easier than 
trying to do something with CSS alone. The jQuery library is linked to 
Google's CDN, which users should have cached on their machines 
already, resulting in faster page load times. jQuery UI is used for the 
radius slider in the search box. I did not concentrate on making the 
site look consistent in Internet Explorer 7 and 8. The site is still usable 
because the HTML is present, but it will not look the same because 
those browsers will only see the'mobile' view, which lacks media 
queries. I'm not bothered by this because I didn't think it was worth 
my time to achieve it for what will be a very small percentage of visi-
tors.



General back-end technologies

PHP and MySQL were chosen as the site's back-end technologies. 
Having no prior experience with back-end programming, I saw PHP 
as a viable option due to its reputation as a beginner-friendly lan-
guage. I considered implementing Python in the hopes that it would 
benefit the website in the long run, but I abandoned the plan due to 
the steep learning curve it presents. I don't see paachcare as a prof-
itable venture, so I need to cut as many costs as possible, which 
means open-source software is my best bet.

CMS or no CMS?

Paachcare will be initially published with a MySQL database and 
tables for content storage. Later, I intend to create a custom CMS to 
organise and store the data.

PHP library/framework

PHPMyAdmin is the PHP library/framework of choice for inserting and 
manipulating data in the MySQL database.
PHP is a popular server-side scripting language that is open-source 
and is used by many web developers. It is also a language that can 
be used for a wide range of purposes and to create a wide range of 
projects, including graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The majority of 
PHP applications are developed for web servers. In addition to being 
able to run in the browser, it can also be run from the command line.



Hosting

Web hosting is a service that allows you to upload your website files 
to the internet. As a result, anyone with internet access has access. 
A web hosting service is a type of Internet hosting service that allows 
individuals and businesses to make their websites accessible to the 
public via the World Wide Web. It usually refers to the service provid-
ed by a web hosting provider such as one.com. A web hosting ser-
vice (also known as a web host) is a type of Internet hosting service 
that allows individuals and businesses to make their websites avail-
able via the World Wide Web. Web hosts are businesses that provide 
clients with space on a server that they own or lease, as well as Inter-
net connectivity, typically in a data centre. Web hosts can also pro-
vide data centre space and Internet connectivity to other servers in 
their data centre, a practise known as collocation. Hostinger serves 
as our web host.

Hostinger

Hostinger has come a long way. It is now one of the top web hosting 
companies, providing low rates, high-quality hosting, and other ben-
efits to website owners. Use our in-depth research to determine 
whether Hostinger is the best option for you if you're starting from 
scratch or switching providers. There are benefits and drawbacks to 
using Hostinger as your website host, just like any other product on 
the market. The best part is that Hostinger has a fate loading time, is 
very affordable, has a money back guarantee, a free domain, a 
free website builder, and it is very super easy to get started, which is 
why I chose Hostinger after going through all the steps, I learned 
about hosting as part of my research, and then I evaluated by com-
paring these two web hosting systems.



Initially, I intended to use GoDaddy as my web hosting provider, but 
my research revealed that GoDaddy only offers unlimited band-
width and more than 100 GB of storage. The Maximum shared host-
ing plan from the company provides increased processing power 
and speed, which is beneficial for growing businesses that require 
scalability. Meanwhile, across all of its shared web hosting plans, 
Hostinger provides unmetered bandwidth and the best perfor-
mance available on the market. Because all Hostinger websites are 
hosted on LiteSpeed servers, every user enjoys the best market per-
formance.

Price starts from £1.49/month
Storage- Unlimited
Free SSL Certificate for all plans. 
24/7 Support 
Control panel- hPanel
Extra Features are Caching, Cloudflare support, WordPress acceler-
ation, subdomains, FTP, SSH, backups, WordPress 
integration. 
 



PLANNING
Delight

The identity

The majority of purchasing decisions are made solely with the 
brands in mind. As a result, brands speak sufficiently about the 
characteristics of specific products to be chosen for purchase. The 
causal relationship between brands and product sales is always 
important if there is a perfect logo that vividly describes such 
brands. As a result, paachcare considered the significance of cre-
ating the identity (logo) design and branding when developing the 
business strategy.

I wanted to create an easily identifiable and memorable logo that 
quickly and effectively relates to the target audience. Before 
sketching it out on paper, I did some serious research and discov-
ered that almost all indoor plant-related websites and businesses 
have a leaf or home. It inspired me to combine plant and home in 
a modern way, and this is where my scribbles began. To make 
things legible and clean, I used Grant hotel font, which is thick 
enough to convey my intention. It came out well with a relevant 
colour combination for eye delight. The logo is memorable and fits 
in well with the paachcare's various communications.
My target audience is aware of the existence of indoor plants. 
What they require is more serious information that they can trust 
because their end goal is heavily reliant on it. I didn't want to con-
fuse my audience by portraying paachcare as boring or irrelevant. 
After circulating my drawings within my known circle, I decided to 
go with the logo, which turned out quite well.



Logo Designing

After several rounds of trial and scribbling, I created my logo in 
Adobe Illustrator with the theme of houseplants as inspiration. My 
logo is designed in this manner to maintain the theme's softness and 
greenery. I kept the platform green to keep the logo more connect-
ed to the houseplants and to create a more natural impression.

PaachCare



Colour 

Primary palette 
After conducting extensive research, I decided on three primary co-
lours for the paachcare brand. It was fascinating to learn that plants 
come in a variety of colour grades depending on their class. The 
most important fact is that all plant classes fall into one colour: 
green. And it requires different shades of brown depending on their 
class. The brown colour represents the house. With this intriguing dis-
covery, I chose a colour shade that falls under green and has 
chosen three primary shades for the logo and two colours for the 
brand name.

#               #ded451                        #6aa244                        #4a3524

Secondary palette
Because the purpose of my secondary palette is to support and 
base contents and images, I chose lighter shades for paachcare. 
The secondary palette will be primarily used for background colours. 
After some careful mix and match experiments, I've narrowed down 
the secondary palette to the shades shown below. This is primarily 
due to the ease with which my target audience can read the con-
tent and their comfort.

                #eaeaea                       #f5f4f3
                



Typography

Quicksand

Quicksand is my preferred font for main headings because it is legi-
ble, modern, and easy on the eyes. Quicksand's beauty is that it has 
a wide range of font weights. It greatly aids in maintaining consisten-
cy in content beautification. This typeface is relatively new and was 
designed primarily for use as a Display font. However, it is versatile 
and legible enough to be used in small text sizes as well. The rounded 
terminals and curvaceous design of this typeface create a sense of 
newness, approachability, and openness.

Grand Hotel

The logo and some subheadings feature the Grand Hotel. The Grand 
Hotel was inspired by the title screen of Tyrone Power's 1937 film 
"Cafe Metropole." This compact upright connecting script has a vin-
tage feel to it. Astigmatic created Grand Hotel, a script, calligraphy 
font. The font is free to use, modify, and distribute for personal and 
commercial purposes.

Quicksand
Quicksand
Quicksand

Grand Hotel
Grand Hotel

Grand Hotel



Rubik

Rubik is primarily used for content creation. It's a sans serif font with 
slightly rounded corners that's great for long blocks of text. Fjalla One's 
modern humanist letterforms, variety of weights, and readability at 
smaller sizes provide a conceptual and practical counterbalance.

Images

The paachcare is in its early stages and requires a lot of support to 
thrive and succeed. At first, I had to rely on free stock image libraries 
like Freepik and Pexels. To gain more reliability, I will purchase stock 
images from Shutterstock or similar libraries in the future. In the future, 
I may create images based on content as well.
The images are mostly in a high-key style because it gives the user a 
pleasant feeling. Because I have done more research in these areas, 
I want my images to complement my content and background. The 
user must be able to easily relate to it, and there must be no room for 
confusion.

Infographics

The paachcare is picky about its infographics. Users must understand 
the infographics without guessing or being confused, and it is de-
signed to give the impression of plants.  

Lorem ipsumRubik



It is critical for paachcare to have relevant infographics to make 
things less cluttered and to provide breathing space for the readabili-
ty of contents. Adobe Illustrator, a fascinating design software to work 
with, is used for all infographics and layout. I learned a lot and had a 
great time working on it.

Site Map

Wireframe

The wireframe is simple and elegant. Each element is carefully 
placed where it is required. Even though honeypedia is a website sim-
ilar to Wikipedia in that it provides free information, the layout and 
aesthetics make it more appealing to users. The user may never 
become bored and will always be able to focus on their desired con-
tent without straining their eyes. The majority of honey websites are 
simple and beautiful, but the majority of their content is cluttered. 
With these studies, I wanted my website to be clean and have plenty 
of breathing room.
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Typography

Quicksand

Quicksand is my preferred font for main headings because it is legi-
ble, modern, and easy on the eyes. Quicksand's beauty is that it has 
a wide range of font weights. It greatly aids in maintaining consisten-
cy in content beautification. This typeface is relatively new and was 
designed primarily for use as a Display font. However, it is versatile 
and legible enough to be used in small text sizes as well. The rounded 
terminals and curvaceous design of this typeface create a sense of 
newness, approachability, and openness.

Grand Hotel

The logo and some subheadings feature the Grand Hotel. The Grand 
Hotel was inspired by the title screen of Tyrone Power's 1937 film 
"Cafe Metropole." This compact upright connecting script has a vin-
tage feel to it. Astigmatic created Grand Hotel, a script, calligraphy 
font. The font is free to use, modify, and distribute for personal and 
commercial purposes.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam 
erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla 
facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 
facilisi.
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consequat.
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consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla 
facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla 
facilisi.
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consequat.
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erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
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We take care of your plants and keep them

looking great day by day
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A lot of houseplants that are safe for pets
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We're pleased to o�er a wide range of easy-care
houseplants and low-maintenance o�ce plantsChoose 
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Enliven Up Your Living Space With The Best- Looking

Potted Plants
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Indoor plants should be an essential component of every 
interior design. Greenery brightens up indoor spaces and is 
known to have mood-boosting qualities.

Indoor plants are popular because they are relatively easy 
to take care of, provide health bene�ts and can be used in a 
variety of indoor décor themes. So, if you’re caring for 
indoor plants for the �rst time, our ultimate guide will 
provide you with the necessary information to allow your 
green friends to thrive.

Guide
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AglaonemaDracaena

PhilodendronsAspidistra Succulents

Pothos
Plant does great in a 

variety of environments, 
thriving in low light or in 

bright, indirect light.

Plant with long green 
leaves. This is one indoor 

plant you will want to prune 
if foliage gets too long.

Plants in the arum family, 
Araceae. They are native to 

tropical and subtropical 
regions of Asia and New 

Guinea. 

 They grow in shade under 
trees and shrubs. Their leaves 

arise more or less directly 
from ground level, where 
their �owers also appear.

A very common indoor 
plant that rarely attracts 

pests. It ’s a hearty plant that 
is adaptable to various 

environments

Plants with parts that are 
thickened, �eshy, and 

engorged, usually to retain 
water in arid climates or 

soil conditions. 
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Great Choice!

����������������������
Choose Indoor Plants By Desktop or Floor Standing

And Make Your Interior Spaces Greener

Prototype

The first prototype was well received and received positive feed-
back. In terms of design, it was simple to execute according to the 
wireframe. I created the simulation in Adobe XD, and the results were 
satisfactory.



IMPLEMENTATION

Front-end implementation: steps and challenges

1.CSS framework over Wordpress custom theme design

The first prototype was well received and received positive feedback. 
It was simple to carry out the wireframe in I had planned to custom 
design a WordPress theme for the website, but I had to change my 
plans because I discovered that working on HTML, CSS, and Javas-
cript would be more convenient for me, owing to my experience in 
the languages for nearly a year. After finishing the Paachcare desk-
top interface, I intend to use Bootstrap only for faster responsive 
design execution. Despite the fact that Bootstrap is a popular open 
source and free HTML, CSS, and JS library/framework that should 
make the design process easier, my lack of familiarity with the frame-
work may pose a problem. in terms of design

2.Web fonts

The site makes use of web fonts, including Grand Hotel, which is used 
for the main logo content. The font is loaded via Google Fonts be-
cause it is highly likely that the user already has it cached on their ma-
chine. Web fonts are used to make the web more visually appealing.

3. Responsive logo
 
The logo image changes depending on viewport size; on smaller 
viewports, the logo is fixed to the header, and above 768 px, it is 
swapped to the larger version using JavaScript. This is not an ideal 
solution, but I didn't want to use the background image technique for 



the logo swap because if the CSS fails, it will still not work, and has the 
added disadvantage of nothing displaying at all if that happens, 
whereas if the JavaScript fails, there will still be a logo image in the 
HTML. To ensure the logo is sharp on HD/retina displays, it was imple-
mented using SVG with a PNG fallback; however, the only browsers 
among my target ones that don't support SVG are IE8 (extremely low 
usage, see Site analysis) and Android browser 2.3, which was tested 
to ensure the PNG fallback is activated.

Back-end implementation

Since I initially planned to use WordPress for the website, I intended 
use WordPress’s content management system. Later, due to plans 
and after re-examining the nature of the website, I opted for using 
MySQl database and phpMyAdmin. But it it took a lot of time for me 
than expected to setup the database to insert data into the MySQL 
database using phpMyAdmin owing to my unfamiliarity with the 
technologies. It also demanded me to gain understanding of php.   

Database setup

I intended to use WordPress's content management system be-
cause I had originally planned to use WordPress for the website. 
Later, due to plans and after reconsidering the nature of the web-
site, I chose to use a MySQl database and phpMyAdmin. However, 
due to my unfamiliarity with the technologies, it took me much 
longer than expected to set up the database to insert data into the 
MySQL database using phpMyAdmin. It was also necessary for me 
to learn php.



Integration of pure PHP and MySQL code

I had already written a reasonable amount of back-end code and 
MySQL queries for my prototype, as well as the rest of the page tem-
plates, but they needed to be repurposed and rearranged to work 
with PHP. MySQL, an RDBMS, is freely available as open-source soft-
ware to its users. It employs the SQL programming language (struc-
tured query language). RDBMS is used to develop the vast majority 
of web-based applications. MySQL helps you structure your data, 
present it in an organised manner, and edit, delete, update, and 
retrieve data as needed.

Any content management system (CMS) used to create a website, 
such as Drupal, WordPress, PrestaShop, Magento, and others, 
requires MySQL to store and retrieve data. Only MySQL gives you 
access to information like post type, post content, tables, and user 
profiles. You don't have to install MySQL manually on most web serv-
ers that offer one-click installation.

PhpMyAdmin is a free and open-source programme that allows you 
to manage and operate MySQL via the internet. Using phpMyAd-
min, a graphical user interface, the user can manage and monitor 
the database with relative ease. The PHP programming language 
was used to create this graphical user interface. It has gained a lot 
of credibility and demand for finding a web-based MySQL manage-
ment solution over time.The phpMyAdmin interface allows the user 
to interact with MySQL while directly running SQL queries. The graphi-
cal user interface allows the host to edit, create, drop, update, and 
modify tables, fields, indexes, and so on in the database. You can 
use it to set permissions and privileges to control who has access to 
what data. As a result, phpMyAdmin is essential for any database 
administrator or developer.



Instagram

Paachcare has already established an official Instagram account. 
Following the launch of the website, Instagram posts will be pub-
lished that are specifically designed to attract users to the website. 
The content will primarily focus on the most recent content published 
on the website.

Facebook

Paachcare will establish an official Facebook page. The same con-
tent that appears on the Instagram handle will also appear on the 
Facebook handle. This is because in India, the majority of the elderly 
prefer Facebook to Instagram.

Twitter

Paachcare will establish an official Twitter account. The same con-
tent that appears on the Instagram handle will also appear on the 
Twitter handle. My Twitter page is not very concentrated because 
my target audience is people in Kerala, and common people in 
Kerala are not very familiar with Twitter. However, it may be benefi-
cial to the site in the future.

SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGIES



Site Performance

According to Nibbler, Paachcare has a respectable 9.2 accessibili-
ty rating. If I want to get a perfect score, I'll need to improve my 
internal connectivity. To improve my marketing grade, I need to 
work on analytics and meta tags. When I'm online, I'll pay close 
attention to how my website is performing. There is a lot that needs 
to be done and fixed before Paachcare can function properly. I'll 
be correcting and improving each element individually. This will be 
part of my post-launch strategy.

ANALYSIS

 



There is a lot that needs to be done and fixed to ensure paachcare 
runs smoothly. I'll be correcting the errors and improving each com-
ponent individually. This will be done as part of my post-launch 
plan.



CONCLUSION

To assess the success of the paachcare project, I returned to the 
initial brief and the research objectives. When I was assigned this 
topic for my final project, I already had a vision. The connection I 
have with plants has greatly aided me in developing this project to 
the best of my ability. Because this is one of my well-known subjects, 
I could give my full attention to everything from the USP to the value 
proposition, as well as understanding the target audience and 
layout. More importantly, I am proud that I am making a difference 
in the community and leaving my mark in the field of plants and their 
benefits and care methods. I am honing my technological skills in 
order to improve the practical aspects of paachcare in order for it to 
remain healthy and relevant to the target audience. It facilitates my 
efforts to reach the appropriate people, and they can enjoy the 
content on my website. I only need to focus on updated content 
delivery and monitoring my social media platforms now that I have 
a clear plan for the revenue generation side of the paachcare. My 
swot analysis is adequate, and based on my research, I do not be-
lieve I have many competitors. There isn't much competition be-
cause paachcare is an informative site. I eagerly await the success 
of paachcare and hope that my juniors can learn something from 
the process as well.
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